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Abstract 

Nostoc spp. are cyanobacteria widely existing as a symbiotic partner among lichens and 

plants. Hormogonia are distinct developmental forms of Nostoc that can enter into symbiotic 

interactions. Despite the importance, no research so far has clarified what chemical molecule 

induces hormogonia formation, hampering research related to the Nostoc life cycle and 

Nostoc symbiotic reactions.  

We hypothesized that hormogonia inducing factors (HIFs) should be compounds abundant 

in Nostoc symbiotic partners, and symbiotic Nostoc strains should react to HIFs. We 

identified several compounds as potential HIFs at micromolar levels, indicating that the 

identified molecules are signal molecules for Nostoc differentiation. A difference in reaction 

levels between symbiotic and non-symbiotic strains to HIFs was also shown. Further 

genomic comparison between strains could possibly lead to identification of genes involved 

in hormogonia differentiation. Moreover, this research also suggested new medium usage 

for future research on hormogonia or Nostoc symbiotic interactions. 

The results of this research aim to improve understanding of hormogonia induction in Nostoc 

and provide focus for research into the initial steps of symbiosis developing into cyanolichen. 

 

Útdráttur 

Blágræ nbakteríur af æ ttkvíslinni Nostoc eru algengar í fléttusamlífi og í samlífi við plöntur. 

Bakteríurnar geta myndað sérstakt form, hormogonium, sem geta tekið þátt í myndun 

samlífis. Þrátt fyrir útbreiðslu og mikilvæ gi, þá hafa rannsóknir enn ekki sýnt hvaða efni 

vekja myndun hormogonia, og þetta hefur torveldað rannsóknir á lífsháttum Nostoc og því 

hvernig Nostoc tekur þátt í myndun samlífis.  

Við settum fram þá tilgátu að hormogonia-vakar (HV) séu efni algeng í samlífisfélögum 

Nostoc, og að Nostoc myndi bregðast við HV. Við gátum sýnt HV virkni nokkurra efna við 

míkrómólarstyrk, en það bendir til að þau virki sem boðefni fyrir myndbreytingu Nostoc. 

Einnig var sýnt fram á mismun í viðbrögðum stofna sem eru úr samlífi og stofna sem geta 

ekki myndað samlífi. Ítarlegur samanburður á erfðamengjum stofna kann að benda á gen 

sem taka þátt í vakningu hormogonia myndunar. Niðurstöðurnar sýndu líka að æ skilegt er 

að breyta um ræ ktunargrunn við rannsóknir á hormogonia og samlíf Nostoc. Tilgangur 

rannsóknanna er að auka skilning á myndbreytingu Nostoc vaxtarfruma í hormogonia formið 

og skilgreina betur rannsóknaráherslur á myndun samlífis með Nostoc, t.d. í fléttum með 

blágræ nbakteríur. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Nostoc sp. hormogonia 

Nostoc is a genus of non-branching filamentous cyanobacteria with constricted cell walls 

between individual cells, making it appear as a chain of beans. Nostoc has a wide range of 

niches and its ability to act as a symbiotic partner with plants or with fungi to form 

cyanolichens are of particular interest in this research.  

Throughout the life cycle of Nostoc, four major types of developmental conditions can occur. 

While Nostoc has sufficient nutrient supply, it remains in vegetative growth. However, when 

the culture is under harsh conditions such as experiencing a lack of nutrients, Nostoc cells 

can switch into either one of the other three developmental conditions depending on the 

encountered situation.  

Hormogonia, the developmental condition focused on in this research, acts as an 

intermediate state for vegetative reproduction known to be able to glide for a short distance, 

having a smaller cell size, and lacking heterocycsts (Meeks & Elhai, 2002). While most of 

the symbiotic process between Nostoc and its symbiotic partners remains unknown, it is clear 

that in the symbiosis between Nostoc and bryophyte, cycad, and Gunnera hormogonia act 

as the infective units (Paulsrud, 2001). Currently, it is known that hormogonia can be 

induced by a transfer of a steady-state Nostoc culture to a fresh medium, exposure to red 

light, or the encounter of chemical signals released by their symbiotic hosts known as 

Hormogonia Inducing Factors (HIFs) (Meeks & Elhai, 2002). While researchers have clearly 

proven the existence and mechanism of HIFs (Warshan et al., 2017), no study has identified 

the exact chemical identity of HIFs. 

In this research, we aim to identify potential HIFs and seek to compare the effect of HIFs on 

different Nostoc strains in order to eventually identify the genes responsible of hormogonia 

induction. Therefore, two hypothesis are tested. Firstly, we hypothesize that the potential 

HIFs should be a chemical abundant in Nostoc’s symbiotic partner. In the case of Nostoc sp. 

N6 for example, we hypothesize that the potential HIFs should be a chemical abundant in 

spores from Peltigera, the mycobiont of the cyanolichen. Secondly, since Nostoc react to 

HIFs for symbiosis, we further hypothesize that only symbiotic Nostoc strains forms 

hormogonia when encountering potential HIFs while non-symbiotic strains should not 

respond and remain in vegetative growth. 
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2 Materials and Methods 

2.1 Nostoc sp.  

2.1.1 Strains 

In this study, seven Nostoc strains listed below were used:  

 Nostoc punctiforme ATCC 29133 

 Nostoc sp. 'Peltigera membranacea cyanobiont N6'; 

 Nostoc sp. 'Peltigera membranacea cyanobiont' 210A; 

 Nostoc sp. 'Peltigera membranacea cyanobiont' 232; 

 Nostoc sp. CALU 996; 

 Nostoc sp. Moss3. 

While N. punctiforme was used because it is one of the most well studied Nostc strain that 

has a completely sequenced genome. N. sp. 'Peltigera membranacea cyanobiont N6' (N. N6), 

N. sp. 'Peltigera membranacea cyanobiont' 210A (N. 210A), N. sp. 'Peltigera membranacea 

cyanobiont' 232 (N. 232) are cyanobionts derived from the lichen Peltigera membranacea, 

which enables further research for investigating the role of sugars in the lichenisation process. 

N. sp. CALU 996 (N. 996) in contrast, is a free-living non-symbiotic strain, which is 

potentially valuable for comparing genomes. N. sp. Moss3 (N. Moss3) is a symbiotic strain 

isolated from a moss in Reivo boreal forest nature reserve, Sweden. 

2.1.2 Cultivation and Storage 

Master-stock cultures of all strains are propagated in liquid BG-110 medium under 80rpm 

shaking conditions at 20°C with light. Stock cultures for some strains with the nitrogen 

source containing BG-11 medium were also prepared by sub-culturing from the master-stock. 

In all experimental setups, hormogonia formation was observered on Bold’s Basal Medium 

(BBM) agar plates, a standard medium for Peltigera lichenization research (Kranner, 

Beckett, & Varma, 2012), with a drop of liquid Nostoc culture. 
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2.2 Experimental Setup for Sugar Screening 

50μL of N. N6 cultured in BG-11 or BG-110 is dropped in the middle of a BBM agar plate 

that is 9cm in diameter. Six 10μL drops with different concentration of a certain type of 

sugar or sugar derivative surrounds the Nostoc culture drop at a 1cm distance (Figure 2.1 

Experimental setup for sugar screening. Blue represents the medium agar plate; green 

represents the 50 μL Nostoc culture; and the yellow represents drops of sugar or its 

derivatives, each yellow spot represents a different concentration.). Six concentrations of 

sugar used in this experiment are ten-fold serial dilutions from 5 × 10−1𝑀 to 5 × 10−6𝑀 

and the drops were dropped in a clockwise manner. Cultures are then incubated at room 

temperature under complete darkness and observed on daily basis. Sugars or its derivatives 

used in this screening process are shown in Table 2.1 Sugars and their derivatives used in 

this experiment..  

 

 

Figure 2.1 Experimental setup for sugar screening. Blue represents the medium agar plate; 

green represents the 50 μL Nostoc culture; and the yellow represents drops of sugar or its 

derivatives, each yellow spot represents a different concentration. 

Table 2.1 Sugars and their derivatives used in this experiment. 

Monosaccharides  Disaccharides Sugar Alcohol and Others 

D-Fructose Sucrose Inositol (meso) 

D-Glucose Maltose Sorbitol 

D-Galactose Lactose Mannitol 

L-Rhamnose D-Trehalose D-Glucuronic Acid 

D-Arabinose   

L-Arabinose   

 

2.3 Experimental Setup for Strain Screening 

Different concentrations of inositol were added into the BBM agar and fully mixed during 

agar plate preparations. The six concentrations of inositol in each plate are serial dilutions 

from 1 × 10−2𝑀  to 1 × 10−7𝑀  and a control plate containing no inositol. 25μL of  all 

strains of Nostoc culture incubated in BG-110 were dropped respectively in the middle of the 

plates. Prepared cultures were then incubated at room temperature under complete darkness 

1cm 
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and observed on a routine basis. By having inositol mixed into the agar, we only focus on 

the induction effect that sugars contributes to hormogonia formation; therefore ignoring 

possible effects of chemotaxis contributed by sugars. 

During observations, the fraction of hormogonia formed were recorded when there were 

more hormogonia cells than vegetative cells or when the entire culture turned into 

hormogonia. The scale of hormogonia gliding were recorded when the width of a group of 

gliding hormogonia exceeded 10 or 20 cells (Figure 2.2 Ea, 2.2b). The ability to move was 

recorded as the numbers of hormogonia out of the area of the original culture drop (Figure 

2.2 E. 

       

 

Figure 2.2 Examples of strain screening data recording. (a) Red arrow shows a sample 

recorded to have a group of hormogonia gliding together that has more than 10 cells but 

less than 20 cells in width. (b) Red arrow shows a sample that has more than 20 hormogonia 

gliding together. (c) Under this field, four hormogonia pointed out by the red arrow were 

recorded to leave the original area of the Nostoc culture drop. 

 

2.4 Experimental Setup for Statistical Analysis 

Three replicates of strain N. N6, N. punctiforme, or N. 996 were incubated on BBM agar 

containing 1 × 10−3𝑀 or 1 × 10−6𝑀 of inositol, L-arabinose, or D-arabinose. Plates were 

then incubated in room temperature under darkness. Since previous studies suggested that 

red light induces hormogonia formation (Meeks & Elhai, 2002), plates containing no sugar 

incubated under red light acted as comparison for hormogonia induction, and plates with no 

sugar incubated under darkness acted as a negative control. All plates were then observed 

by inverted fluorescence microscope on a daily basis. All data are recorded during 

observation. 
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When there is observable hormogonia formation, data recorded includes: 

 Amount of hormogonia. Categorized into less than 5%, 5 to 50%, more than 50%, 

more than 90% (Figure 2.3 Examples of amount of hormogonia data recording. (a), 

the categories were counted as 2.5%, 30%, 60%, and 95%; 

 Mobility of hormogonia. Recorded by the number of hormogonia out of the original 

area of the Nostoc culture drop; 

 Type of mobility. Categorised into non-motile hormogonia (A), clustering movement 

(B), and outward movement (C). 

The data recorded were normalized by Box-Cox Power Transformations before ANOVA 

was performed to check whether there was significant association between independent 

variables such as time, strain, concentration, sugar, and the three dependent variables as 

listed above. An LSD-test were further performed to pinpoint the contributing independent 

variable. 

 

 

Figure 2.3 Examples of amount of hormogonia data recording. (a) Sample with less than 

5% of the total cell being hormogonia observed under Cy5 filter, bar represents 500μm. (b) 

Sample with less than half but more than 5% of the cells being hormogonia observed under 

Cy5 filter, bar represents 500μm (c) Sample with more than half of the cells being 

hormogonia, bar represents 1000μm (d) Sample with most of the cells being hormogonia, 

bar represents 1000μm. 
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Figure 2.4 Examples of Type of motility data recording. (a) Non-motile hormogonia 

observed under Cy3 filter, bar represents 650 μm (b) Clustering movement (B) and outward 

movement (C), bar represents 1000 μm. 

The effect of potential HIFs on hormogonia formation was double-checked after a 1-month 

incubation period. Since all Nostoc cells turned back into vegetative growth, the results were 

recorded as the amount of cells that can be identified to have been hormogonia cells. 

 

 

Figure 2.5 Examples of 1-month incubation samples recorded 100%, for all its cells can be 

identified to have once been hormogonia. 

2.5 Medium Usage Comparison 

BBM agar, a medium that only contains trace metal ions without any carbon source, has 

been used in a standard protocol for Peltigera mycobiont, photobiont and cyanobiont 

isolation (Kranner, 2012). BBM is used in this experiment so that further research on lichen 

symbiosis can be continued under the same condition. However, BG-110 agar plates, the 

standard medium for Nostoc research, and Water agar are used to compare the different 

background values that the medium type can contribute to hormogonia formation. 
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3 Results 

3.1 Screening for Potential Hormogonia 

Inducing Factor 

Previous research suggested that signal molecules released from symbiotic partners could 

act as hormogonia inducing factors (HIF) and induce hormogonia formation (Campbell & 

Meeks, 1989). Since sugars and their derivatives, such as sugar alcohols, are suggested to be 

abundant in spores of lichenizing fungi (Lewis & Smith, 1967), in this experiment we tested 

whether sugars and derivatives could act as potential HIFs leading to symbiotic reactions. 

Initial results showed that there was no hormogonia formation in the first 24 hours in BBM. 

After 48 hours of incubation under darkness, only L-arabinose and optically inactive inositol 

mesocompound had an effect on hormogonia induction (Table 3.1 N. N6 HIF screening 

results for sugar and its derivatives.). In addition, we observed more hormogonia induction 

on drops using Nostoc incubated in BG-110 medium than BG-11 medium. For sugar or sugar 

alcohol concentrations, we observed more hormogonia formation towards directions with 

higher concentrations of inositol or L-arabinose. 

Table 3.1 N. N6 HIF screening results for sugar and its derivatives. 

Sugar               Conc. 𝟓 × 𝟏𝟎−𝟏𝑴 𝟓 × 𝟏𝟎−𝟐𝑴 𝟓 × 𝟏𝟎−𝟑𝑴 𝟓 × 𝟏𝟎−𝟒𝑴 𝟓 × 𝟏𝟎−𝟓𝑴 𝟓 × 𝟏𝟎−𝟔𝑴 

D-Fructose - - - - - - 

D-Glucose - - - - - - 

D-Galactose - - - - - - 

L-Rhamnose - - - - - - 

D-Arabinose - - - - - - 

L-Arabinose Hormogonia formation - - 

Sucrose - - - - - - 

Maltose - - - - - - 

Lactose - - - - - - 

D-Trehalose - - - - - - 

Inositol (meso) Hormogonia formation - - 
Hormogonia 

formation 
Sorbitol - - - - - - 

Mannitol - - - - - - 

D-Glucuronic Acid - - - - - - 

 

3.2 Investigation of the effect of inositol on 

different Nostoc strains 

The preceding results suggest inositol as a potential HIF. We compared inositol’s 

hormogonia inducing effect on symbiotic Nostoc strains and a free living strain so that 

further genetic comparisons can be carried out in future research. Results of the screening 

showed that no hormogonia were induced for the non-symbiotic N. 996. Symbiotic strains 
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however, showed a great variety of responses. Within the four-day incubation period, N. 

210A did not show reaction in any form to any concentration while all other strains reacted 

at different incubation times. Results showed that N. punctiforme responded fastest to 

inositol, followed by N. Moss3, N. N6, and N. 232 the slowest.  

The magnitutede of the respond to inositol of the four strains, indicated by the fraction of 

hormogonia in the entire culture, did not show consistency to how fast it reacted. While N. 

N6 responded slower and only formed hormogonia after 2 days of incubation, a higher 

percentage of its cells turned into hormogonia during the incubation. With N. N6 responding 

the most, followed by N. Moss3, N. punctiforme and N. 232 had similar magnitude of 

respond to inositol. 

Hormogonia between different strains also showed different mobility. While hormogonia of 

N. N6, N. Moss3, and N. 232 showed greater ability to move over a distance, hormogonia of 

N. punctiforme showed less movement. In addition, hormogonia of different strains moved 

in different ways. N. N6 and N. Moss3 showed more gliding, where more than 20 homogonia 

often glided together. Hormogonia of N. punctiforme glided in a less coordinated way where 

we could only observe roughly 10 homogonia gliding together. Observations showed 

hormogonia of N. 232 were gliding in a less coordinated way with less clustering observed. 

Dispite the differences between strains, this experiment showed one consistency between all 

reacting strains. All strains reacted the most when the concentration of inositol is at 

millimolar levels around 1 × 10−2 or 1 × 10−3𝑀.  

Table 3.2 Hormogonia induction effect on different Nostoc strains under different 

concentrations of inositol after 1-day incubation. 

  Control 𝟏 × 𝟏𝟎−𝟏𝑴 𝟏 × 𝟏𝟎−𝟐𝑴 𝟏 × 𝟏𝟎−𝟑𝑴 𝟏 × 𝟏𝟎−𝟒𝑴 𝟏 × 𝟏𝟎−𝟓𝑴 𝟏 × 𝟏𝟎−𝟔𝑴 

N
. 
2
1

0
A

 Amo. 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 

Mob. - - - - - - - 

G.S. - - - - - - - 

N
. 
2
3

2
 Amo. 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 

Mob. - - - - - - - 

G.S. - - - - - - - 

N
. 

N
6
 Amo. 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 

Mob. - - - - - - - 

G.S. - - - - - - - 

N
. 
M

o
ss

3
 Amo. 0% 0% <50% 0% <50% <50% <50% 

Mob. - - 0 - 0 0 0 

G.S. - - 1+ - 1+ 1+ 1+ 

N
. 

p
u
n
ct

if
o
rm

e
 Amo. 0% <50% <50% <50% <50% <50% <50% 

Mob. - 0 0 0 0 0 0 

G.S. - 1+ 1+ 1+ 1+ 1+ 1+ 

N
. 
9
9

6
 Amo. 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 

Mob. - - - - - - - 

G.S. - - - - - - - 

No inositol is added in the control plate. “Amo.” indicates the amount of hormogonia cells 

in comparison to the entire culture; “Mob.”  indicates the mobility of hormogonia; “G. S.” 

indicates the gliding scale of each sample. Same format is applied to Table 3.3, 3.4, 3.5. 
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Table 3.3 Hormogonia induction effect on different Nostoc strains under different 

concentrations of inositol after 2-days incubation. 

  Control 𝟏 × 𝟏𝟎−𝟏𝑴 𝟏 × 𝟏𝟎−𝟐𝑴 𝟏 × 𝟏𝟎−𝟑𝑴 𝟏 × 𝟏𝟎−𝟒𝑴 𝟏 × 𝟏𝟎−𝟓𝑴 𝟏 × 𝟏𝟎−𝟔𝑴 

N
. 
2
1

0
A

 Amo. 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 

Mob. - - - - - - - 

G.S. - - - - - - - 

N
. 
2
3

2
 Amo. 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 

Mob. - - - - - - - 

G.S. - - - - - - - 

N
. 

N
6
 Amo. <50% 50-90% 50-90% <50% <50% <50% <50% 

Mob. 38  TNTC TNTC TNTC 38  41  TNTC 

G.S. 1+ 20+ 20+ 10+ 1+ 10+ 20+ 

N
. 
M

o
ss

3
 Amo. <50% <50% <50% <50% <50% <50% <50% 

Mob. 4  0  35  1  1  1  0  

G.S. 1+ 10+ 20+ 1+ 1+ 1+ 1+ 

N
. 

p
u
n
ct

if
o
rm

e
 Amo. 0% <50% <50% <50% <50% <50% <50% 

Mob. - 0  0  0  0  0  0  

G.S. - 1+ 10+ 10+ 10+ 10+ 1+ 

N
. 
9
9

6
 Amo. 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 

Mob. - - - - - - - 

G.S. - - - - - - - 

 

Table 3.4 Hormogonia induction effect on different Nostoc strains under different 

concentrations of inositol after 3-days incubation. 

  Control 𝟏 × 𝟏𝟎−𝟏𝑴 𝟏 × 𝟏𝟎−𝟐𝑴 𝟏 × 𝟏𝟎−𝟑𝑴 𝟏 × 𝟏𝟎−𝟒𝑴 𝟏 × 𝟏𝟎−𝟓𝑴 𝟏 × 𝟏𝟎−𝟔𝑴 

N
. 
2
1

0
A

 Amo. 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 

Mob. - - - - - - - 

G.S. - - - - - - - 

N
. 
2
3

2
 Amo. 0% 0% <50% 0% 0% 0% 0% 

Mob. - - 27  - - - - 

G.S. - - 1+ - - - - 

N
. 

N
6
 Amo. <50% >90% >90% <50% <50% <50% <50% 

Mob. TNTC TNTC TNTC TNTC TNTC TNTC TNTC 

G.S. 10+ 20+ 20+ 20+ 10+ 10+ 20+ 

N
. 
M

o
ss

3
 Amo. <50% <50% 50-90% <50% <50% <50% <50% 

Mob. 3  0  TNTC 6  1  1  0  

G.S. 1+ 20+ 20+ 10+ 1+ 10+ 1+ 

N
. 

p
u
n
ct

if
o
rm

e
 Amo. 0% <50% <50% <50% <50% <50% <50% 

Mob. - 1  0  1  0  1  0  

G.S. - 1+ 20+ 10+ 10+ 10+ 10+ 

N
. 
9
9

6
 Amo. 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 

Mob. - - - - - - - 

G.S. - - - - - - - 
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Table 3.5 Hormogonia induction effect on different Nostoc strains under different 

concentrations of inositol after 4-days incubation. 

  Control 𝟏 × 𝟏𝟎−𝟏𝑴 𝟏 × 𝟏𝟎−𝟐𝑴 𝟏 × 𝟏𝟎−𝟑𝑴 𝟏 × 𝟏𝟎−𝟒𝑴 𝟏 × 𝟏𝟎−𝟓𝑴 𝟏 × 𝟏𝟎−𝟔𝑴 

N
. 
2
1

0
A

 Amo. 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 

Mob. - - - - - - - 

G.S. - - - - - - - 

N
. 
2
3

2
 Amo. 0% 0% <50% 0% 0% 0% 0% 

Mob. - - 138  - - - - 

G.S. - - 1+ - - - - 

N
. 

N
6
 Amo. <50% >90% >90% <50% <50% <50% <50% 

Mob. TNTC TNTC TNTC TNTC TNTC TNTC TNTC 

G.S. 10+ 20+ 20+ 20+ 10+ 10+ 20+ 

N
. 
M

o
ss

3
 Amo. <50% 50-90% 50-90% <50% <50% <50% <50% 

Mob. 2  0  TNTC TNTC 0  1  0  

G.S. 1+ 20+ 20+ 10+ 1+ 10+ 1+ 

N
. 

p
u
n
ct

if
o
rm

e
 Amo. 0% <50% <50% <50% <50% <50% <50% 

Mob. - 0  0  0  0  1  0  

G.S. - 1+ 20+ 10+ 10+ 20+ 10+ 

N
. 
9
9

6
 Amo. 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 

Mob. - - - - - - - 

G.S. - - - - - - - 

 

3.3 Comparing Potential HIFs and Red light 

In this experiment, we recorded information on the amount, mobility, and type of mobility 

of hormogonia in each sample. By statistical analysis, we further investigated whether the 

above-mentioned data are correlated to incubation time, Nostoc strain, or HIFs and red light.  

P-values of 0.01 or lower were found for the variables time, strain, HIF or red light in 

correlation with the amount of hormogonia observed. The LSD-test showed that the amount 

of hormogonia only showed significant differences in the second day of incubation (Figure 

3.1 , and all strains showed a significant difference between each other (Figure 3.2 ). For the 

potential HIFs and red light however, only 1 × 10−3𝑀 inositol, 1 × 10−3𝑀 L-arabinose, 

and 1 × 10−6𝑀 D-arabinose showed significant difference from the control (Figure 3.3 ). 

Contrary to previous studies that suggested the hormogonia inducing effect of red light 

appeared within a one-day period (Carr & Whitton, 1973), this study suggested no significant 

inducing effect of the red lights during the three-day incubation period. 

For the 1-month incubation results, N. N6 and N. punctiforme proved to have stronger 

hormogonia-forming ability and no hormogonia cells could be identified in N. 996 samples. 

This result however, proved that red light and  1 × 10−3𝑀  inositol had an effect on 

hormogonia induction for symbiotic Nostoc strains, but the effect of red light was too slow 

to make a significant difference during the three-day incubation period. In addition, L-

arabinose and D-arabinose had an effect on some samples of the symbiotic strains. While 

reaction of N. N6 was observable for both sugar at both 1 × 10−3𝑀 and 1 × 10−6𝑀, N. 

punctiforme only reacted at 1 × 10−3𝑀 for D-arabinose (Table 3.6 The fraction of cells that 

can be identified as hormogonia.. 
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Figure 3.1 The fraction of hormogonia plotted against incubation time. In LSD-test grouping, 

1-day is grouped as “Group a”, and the rest in “Group b”, indicating a significant 

difference between day 1 and all other days, but no significant difference were found between 

day 2 and day 3. Data for all strains and sugars are included in this statistical analysis. 

 

 

Figure 3.2 The fraction of hormogonia plotted with different Nostoc strains, with “996” 

representing N. 996, “N6” representing N. N6, “punc” representing N. punctiforme. In 

LSD-test grouping, N. N6 was grouped as “Group a”, N. punctiforme as “Group b”, and 

N. 996 as “Group c”, indicating a significant difference between all strains. Data for all 

times of incubation and sugars are included in this statistical analysis. 
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Figure 3.3 The fraction of hormogonia plotted against potential HIFs (sugars) and red light, 

with “D-Ara-3” representing 1 × 10−3𝑀  D-arabinose, “D-Ara-6” representing 1 ×
10−6𝑀  D-arabinose, “Inositol-3” representing 1 × 10−3𝑀  Inositol, “Inositol-6” 

representing 1 × 10−6𝑀  Inositol, “L-Ara-3” representing 1 × 10−3𝑀  L-arabinose, “L-

Ara-6” representing 1 × 10−6𝑀  L-arabinose, “Red” representing incubation under red 

light. In LSD-test grouping, Control was grouped in “Group a”, Red and Inositol-6 in 

“Group a and b”, L-Ara-6 and D-Ara-4 in “Group a, b, and c”, D-Ara in “Group b and c”, 

Inositol-3 and L-Ara-3 in “Group c”. Significant difference between two different bars only 

exists when they are no overlap in their grouping. Data for all strains and incubation times 

are included in this statistical analysis. 

 

Table 3.6 The fraction of cells that can be identified as hormogonia. 

  N. 996 N. punctiforme N. N6 
 Conc. Rep. 1 Rep. 2 Rep. 3 Rep. 1 Rep. 2 Rep. 3 Rep. 1 Rep. 2 Rep. 3 

Control 0 - - - - - - - - - 

Red Light 0 - - - 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

Inositol 
𝟏 × 𝟏𝟎−𝟑𝑴 - - - 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

𝟏 × 𝟏𝟎−𝟔𝑴 - - - - - - - - - 

L-Ara 
𝟏 × 𝟏𝟎−𝟑𝑴 - - - - - - - 50% 100% 

𝟏 × 𝟏𝟎−𝟔𝑴 - - - - - - - 50% - 

D-Ara 
𝟏 × 𝟏𝟎−𝟑𝑴 - - - 50% 50% 50% - 100% 100% 

𝟏 × 𝟏𝟎−𝟔𝑴 - - - - - - - - 50% 
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P-values of 0.001 or lower were found for the correlation of mobility and strain types, HIFs 

and red light. With the LSD-test, all strains showed significant differences in the mobility of 

hormogonia. For potential HIFs and red light, all potential HIFs except 1 × 10−6𝑀  L-

arabinose showed a significant difference to the control within the 3-day incubation period.  

 

 

Figure 3.4 The mobility of hormogonia plotted against different Nostoc strains. When no 

hormogonia is observed in the sample, a value of “-50” is given; contrarily, when the 

number of hormogonia cells leaving the original culture area is too numerous to count, a 

value of “200” is given. Each strain showed a significant difference from the other strains 

in the LSD-test. 

 

 

Figure 3.5 The mobility of hormogonia plotted against potential HIFs and red light. Data 

for all strains are included in this statistical analysis. 
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Figure 3.6 LSD-test results of the mobility of hormogonia against potential HIFs and red 

light with LSD grouping results labeled above each bar, a significant difference between 

two bars is only observed when there is no overlap between their grouping results. A value 

of 50 is added to every data to conduct the LSD-test. 

For the type of mobility, results indicated that most hormogonia of N. 996 are non-motile. 

For N. punctiforme, the type of homogonia mobility shifted from non-motile to more 

clustering movement from day two to day three. N. N6 on the other hand, showed few non-

motile hormogonia and the clustering as well as outward movement dominated. 

 

 

Figure 3.7 Type of mobility observed after 2-day incubation period. The value of each bar 

is a sum of the times (out of three observations) with that kind of movement. Mobility type A 

indicates non-motile, type B indicates clustering movement, and type C indicates outward 

movement. No data is recorded if no hormogonia is observed on a sample, note that more 

than one kind of movement can be observed on the same sample. 
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Figure 3.8 Type of mobility observed after 3-day incubation period.  

3.4 Comparing the effect of the medium 

This experiment investigated the inconsistency between above listed results and previous 

studies for the incubation time taken for hormogonia formation (Carr & Whitton, 1973). 

Results suggested that hormogonia forms fastest on Water Agar then BG110 Agar, while 

BBM postpones the hormogonia formation. Moreover, when 1 × 10−3𝑀  Inositol is 

included in the medium, hormogonia formation speeds up. In general, variance between 

repeats decreases as the incubation time increases, and BBM best distinguishes the 

differences between samples with HIF treatment from control samples. 

 

 

Figure 3.9 Comparison between HIF-treated and non-treated media after 1-day incubation 

period of N. N6. Water Agar and HIF-treated BG-110 Agar samples were nearly fully 

occupied by hormogonia cells. 
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Figure 3.10 Comparison between HIF-treated and non-treated media after 2-day incubation 

period. Variance between repeats is reduced and hormogonia formation has started on HIF-

treated BBM. 

 

 

Figure 3.11 Comparison between HIF-treated and non-treated media after 3-day incubation 

period. Repeats showed consistency and all HIF-treated samples were nearly entirely 

occupied by hormogonia. 
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4 Conclusions 

4.1 Hypothesis restatement 

Regardless of the importance of hormogonia during the symbiotic process between Nostoc 

and plants and fungi, the identity of the chemical signal known as Hormogonia Inducing 

Factor (HIF) that induces hormogonia formation has been unknown (Meeks, Campbell, 

Summers, & Wong, 2002). In this research, we hypothesized that a sugar and/or sugar 

derivatives abundant in germinating Peltigera spores, a lichenizing fungi that acts as a 

symbiotic partner of Nostoc, might be a potential HIF. Since HIFs are chemical signals 

released by the symbiotic partners of Nostoc, we further hypothesized that symbiotic Nostoc 

strains would react more to potential HIFs than non-symbiotic Nostoc. While the first 

hypothesis gives an opportunity to clarify the symbiotic relation between Nostoc and its 

symbiotic partner, the second hypothesis reaffirms the relationship between potential HIFs 

and the symbiotic process and further genetic comparison could be conducted to identify 

crucial genes involved in hormogonia formation. 

4.2 Screening for Potential HIFs 

Among all sugars and their derivatives tested, only Inositol, L-Arabinose, and D-Arabinose 

showed a statistically significant hormogonia inducing effect at the concentration of 1 ×
10−3𝑀, with Inositol showing the strongest inducing effect. Since previous studies have 

shown that there is more Mannitol (Lewis & Smith, 1966) and Trehalose (Elbein, Pan, 

Pastuszak, & Carroll, 2003) in fungal spores, this result did not directly support the 

hypothesis that these compounds can act as HIFs. Both Mannitol and Trehalose showed no 

inducing effect in this experiment. Noting the fact that the effective concentration for 

hormogonia induction is at micro-molar levels, our result suggests that the potential HIFs, 

Inositol, L-Arabinose, and D-Arabinose acts as signal molecules. These signal molecules 

might have triggered a cascade that leads to hormogonia formation even under low 

concentrations of the HIF. As a result, HIFs does not necessarily have to be abundant in the 

spores of the Nostoc symbiotic partner. Further studies are needed to support such 

hypotheses. 

In addition to the inducing effects proved by this experimental setup, HIFs are postulated to 

induce chemotaxis (Adams & Duggan, 2008). We did not test the chemotaxis effect of the 

potential HIFs on Nostoc hormogonia movements, which is also crucial for symbiotic 

reactions. Studies on the chemotactic effects of the potential HIFs are also called for. 

4.3 The Difference between Nostoc Strains 

The reactions of different Nostoc strains to the potential HIFs indicated by the experiments 

described above supported the hypothesis that symbiotic strains reacted to HIF-type signal 

molecules more than non-symbiotic strains. While N. N6, the cyanobiont of lichenizing fungi 

Peltigera, and the symbiotic N. punctiforme found associated with the cycad Macrozamia 

moorei (Rippka & Herdman, 1992) showed a strong response to potential HIFs, the non-
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symbiotic N. 996 formed less hormogonia and showed less responses to either potential HIF. 

In addition, different characteristics between symbiotic and non-symbiotic strains also 

exhibited on the mobility and type of mobility. N. N6, for example, had a strong ability to 

move for a long distant and exhibited strong outward movement. N. 996 on the other hand, 

had no cells moving out of the original culture area and most of the hormogonia observed 

were non-motile. With this result, further genomic comparison between these strains might 

be able to identify genes involved in the induction of hormogonia formation and improve 

understanding of the Nostoc life cycle. 

4.4 Development of a standardized apparatus 

for Nostoc hormogonia studies 

While BG-11 and BG-110 medium is media widely used in Nostoc studies, in this research 

we used the medium BBM instead to provide consistency in further lichenization research 

(Kranner, et al., 2012). To justify the choice in medium usage, we compared the effect of the 

different media on hormogonia formation. The tendency for hormogonia to form on each 

medium showed a negative relationship to the richness of medium. The more nutrient-

deprived, the more it supported the formation of hormogonia. This showed consistency to 

previous studies that suggested that a medium absent of combined-nitrogen tends to make 

Nostoc enter the hormogonia cycle instead of forming hetrocycts (Meeks & Elhai, 2002). 

However, this study further suggested that although the incubation period lengthens from 

one day to two, BBM is more suitable for hormogonia studies because it differentiates a HIF 

treated sample from a non-treated sample better with a smaller variation between samples. 

The difference between BG-110 medium and BBM raises another issue regarding the 

inhibition of hormogonia formation. While previous researches suggested that transferring 

Nostoc from one culture to another induces hormogonia. The BBM showed no transferring 

effect in its results, which enables the research to focus on the HIF induction effect of 

hormogonia. Since BBM is primarily different from the BG-110 in containing higher levels 

of zinc and sulfate ions, these ions might be inhibiting hormogonia formation. 

4.5 Nostoc Culture for Lichenization Research of 

Peltigera 

A clarified understanding of Nostoc hormogonia formation should enable more successful 

research on lichenzation. In most symbiotic reactions, the encounter between mycobiont or 

plant tissue and a Nostoc hormogonium is a crucial step (Paulsrud, 2001). While Nostoc 

hormogonia formation can now be induced with tentative HIFs identified in the experiments 

detailed above, the suitable condition for lichenizing fungi Peltigera spores to germinate still 

remains unknown. In the early stage of research, we discovered that washing apothecia with 

water, as suggested by previous researches (Stocker-Wörgötter, 1995), has an inhibitory 

effect on spore germination. However, there is still much to be discovered on the mycobiont 

side of this research topic in order to achieve and define Peltigera lichen resynthesis. 
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